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The Scriptural Principal and Purpose of life reside solely in God’s essence, rather than merely 
reflects in objectives of His creation. Humanly communal rationale contends that the existence 
of God is relevant strictly, as to how such relates in functionality to, and of creation. In this 
scenario, God’s necessity is constrictively viewed in His accommodation of creation’s objectives. 
Scriptural enlightenment confirms God’s Eminence transcends His makings situational, as to 
what is sourced as CONSISTENT OF, rather than results of purpose or meaning in life. Extreme 
human militating assays in the “deistic doubters” that mockingly inquire: “what could possibly 
have any meaning or purpose to life that is dependently in-sourced from some unproven 
provider? Thus, their underline challenge: substantiate that some “remote entity” is really a 
prerequisite for meaning and purpose in one's life? The primary issue in conveyance and/or 
function of existence is its original source. In other words, what are verifiable medians for 
presaging exhibits in existence’s origination? 

Hence, humanly depraved reasoning is the enclave that even God’s existence wouldn’t within 
provide absolute principle and purpose of a person's life, as such must extend in creation’s 
shared participation. This reckoning is expressed familiarly in the declarations of some of God’s 
people that seem to maintain that their serving in God's will is defined in focusing on their 
individualized agendas, which affords distributive purpose in them. In this uninformed sense, 
they unintentionally malign God's sovereignty and eminency in doctrinally “Free Will” 
contending: “humankind’s isn’t constrained in God’s absolutely coursed arrangements or 
consigned to mindless obedience, as noted in domesticated animals, but certainly isn't His 
design of rationally intelligent creatures.” Moreover, they debate, whether God desires such 
undiscriminating obedience, as such is unworthy of inspirations of humanly, volitional 
responses.” Here, they assert: “the initiative of God’s creation doesn’t certify in His pre-designed 
fulfilling of His Eternal Purpose in life.”  

Scriptural revelations avow that the CREATOR is sovereignty vindicated, in Him having ordered 
creation to whatever He specifically desired. This enlighten is comprehendible of command and 
sustenance in the sphere of eternality, insurmountably acknowledged. This is exposed in 
facilitated testimony as the scripturally venerable regulation of life. In addition, this is the 
indisputable avowal that serves as the sufficient purpose in life. All of this is clearly, eternally 
discerned as the creator’s Will of what qualifies and quantifies in existence. Most religions in 
human history have consistently asserted the existence of a “creator-god,” yet hardly any of 
them agree, as to what such in conceptual role invokes as defining origination in meaning and 
direction of life. Humans, even within religions, exude tremendous diversity, as to the entreating 
of God in worship. What are conclusive are confusion scopes in situating variances of 
partnerships in participation of functional creation rather than its absolute, designed cadence 
from the EXCLUSIVE SOURCE!  
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The scenario, which mostly seems to manifest is in the erroneous projection of personal hopes 
and fears, as humanly independent contributions in life’s processes. Whatever mode of creature 
adulation this invokes in modernity; simply redounds in continuance of uncertainties. Exultingly, 
humans misconstrue in this respect and attribute changes in life situations and instances as 
components of their choices and willingness; regardless of recurrent derivations of impute 
alterations. On the one hand, life’s prioritized focusing inhabits inwardly and self provokingly 
rather than outward and God sourced. Actualized compositions are “tolerant” of variation in 
manifestations through Eternal Enlightenment of things simply residing as they are because the 
latter states aren’t any better founded than the former. Thence, this informed reasoning is 
always in sight of a benevolent and loving “God” than trepidations incurred in legalism’s fearful, 
judgmental creator. Yet, in either case, God’s requirements aren’t recoverable in automations of 
human purposes. 

On the other hand, it is in humanity’s perspectives, easily arguable that meaning and purpose in 
life are readily accomplishable. Indeed, creatures devoid of the existence of, much less their 
belief in Deity; construe their lives in the approach of self rather than God’s principle and 
purpose. In this perspective, it is more plausible to extend time’s significances at their heartily 
required valuations, which begin and end in individuals. In this reasoning, existence is focused 
first and foremost in individuals. All outside of such (including God) merely suggest several 
“possible paths” that could perhaps develop, yet ultimately depend upon humans’ determinative 
choices. Conversely, God as the solitary source of existence, isn’t simply relevant but eminent 
to how, where, what and when in life’s certainties of functioning necessities. Thus, debating 
God’s sole sourcing of every aspect of existence is tantamount to assigning its contents 
communally in committee. Impactful, all in existence is of particular consequence from fore-
arranged design.   

God’s eternal ordering in the Heavenlies; in Christ (Ephesians 1:3) exceeds and excels beyond 
time’s debates of “human proficiencies,” whose appearances are in defiance to the more 
affirmative scriptural responses to the oft heard uninformed inquiries: "Why don't you believe in 
God?" "Why care about gods in the first place?" So, could it matter that any gods exist? 
Ephesians 5:13-17 literally states, “and all the things reproved by the light are manifested, for 
everything that is manifested is light; wherefore He said, 'Arouse yourself, you who are sleeping 
and arise out of the dead, and Christ shall shine upon you. See, then, how exactly you walk, not 
as unwise, but as wise, redeeming the time, because the days are evil; because of this become 
not fools, but understanding what the will of the Lord.” The key is suni,ete (seen∙ee∙eh∙teh) 
rendered “understanding.”  

Destiny (providence) isn’t projected nor deposited in existence by human choice. This truism is 
positioned entirely within Theist’s indwelling faith, which is the sole evidence to first explain who 
and why God’s eminence matters beyond human challenges to His exclusive dominance of life’s 
contents and manifest occurrences or whether He even exists. The exacting God does matter, 
in absolute dependence upon His characteristics and intentions. This initially sounds brash to 
the idea of something existing when such exhibits no human input in life. However, what must 
be recognized and inevitably assessed is that God’s existence is necessarily eminent, 
according to the Scriptural Principle and Purpose of Life.  


